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Characters Wanted

This is Star Army's central place for roleplayers, Game Masters, and factions to list wanted ads for their
roleplaying threads and plots.

Joining An RP?

Consider creating a character based on the openings and want ads listed below, which are divided by
faction. It may be useful to help make sure your character fits into an existing RP. If you don't see
something you like, feel free to ask. You are not limited to these openings; they are only
suggestions presented for convenience purposes.

Running an RP?

You can add character wanted ads for one-on-one RPs, or RPs that haven't opened yet, on here too. Feel
free to link to related forum threads like interest checks.

Star Army of Yamatai

The Star Army is the main focus of the Star Army RP, and is always looking for more characters. For
information about joining the Star Army, see Star Army Recruiting.

Current Openings & Info

YSS Aeon is getting ready to start a new mission as we wrap up the diplomatic one.
1 Star Army Technician
1-2 Infantry

battlefield_education is recruiting Neko for intense martial arts and leadership training, to create
the next wave of highly skilled combat specialists needed to lead and inspire the troops in the
upcoming war.
essia_occupation is open to anyone who would want to join.
YSS Eucharis is full for now due to a rush of new players! Thanks everyone who joined for the new
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mission!
YSS Kaiyō is taking on the evil-doers beyond and within the kikyo_sector!!! Contact ametheliana to
know more about what positions are available!
yss_sakura_ii is seeking the following in descending priority:

1-2 Star Army Technician
1 Star Army Medical
1-2 Star Army Pilot
2 Infantry
1 Star Army Systems & Safety Monitor
1 Star Army Mission Operator/Communications Officer

inquisition is open to ground-based combat characters!

Wes is looking for people who want to run star_army_of_yamatai plots where a starship crew goes around
doing missions and solving the Empire's problems. Contact him about becoming a GM.

Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia

This section is for the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia.

Current Openings & Info

nsmc_309th is accepting new players, please contact legix.
nss_inquiry is accepting new members! Please contact GM grammarpaladin to join!
crimefest is not currently accepting characters; if you would like to inquire anyway, you can contact
sirspt for more details.

Elysian Celestial Empire

This section is for the Elysian Celestial Empire. For more information, see Creating an Elysian.

project_hestia is looking for new Elysian recruits to undergo new training missions to protect Elysia!
Contact bman142 for more information!
ecv_raven is full for now thanks to a bunch of new birbs! Thanks to everyone who joined it for its
first mission!
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Independent

For more information about independent characters and groups, see Guide to Independent Characters.

The ISS Dig-It is recruiting.
The iss_shinpi is recruiting.
the_wayward is currently seeking:

Bridge Operators
Those with scientific knowledge.
Those with some sort of space combat-related skill.
What's not needed:

Pure Combatants
Medical Staff

Origin Industries

One of the largest corporations in the Kikyo sector, Origin Industries is always seeking hard-working,
forward-thinking, and capable people. from working a shop, to designing technology, or even fighting
pirates in a Giant Mecha, Origin does just about everything, just about anywhere.

Contact kai if interested in Origin Industries
oif_reaper Is looking for a couple of technically-minded, adventurous people.
oif_karakoram is looking for Mecha pilots and support crew1)

Section 6

Join a fleet of scientists, soldiers, and families as they search for a future among the stars. Will they be
able to find a home today that will bring a future tomorrow? Join and help shape what that future will be.

Reach out to jack_pine about joining section_6.
Looking for any kind of character, whether civilian, or military.

1)

female characters only at this point
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